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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
The spread of the Covid-19 virus requires the government to take a policy of organizing education online. Learning chemical bonding material is strived to be developed according to students’ needs and learning objectives reflected in the curriculum. This study aims to develop advance organizer-based distance learning on chemical bonding material and measure the effectiveness of this product. This study uses the Dick and Carey development model approach. The test subjects in this study were 39 students in class X students of laboratory testing analysis competency for the 2020/2021 academic year. The instruments used included assessment questionnaires, observations, interviews, validation sheets, and students’ cognitive knowledge tests. The data obtained were analyzed using quantitative descriptive statistics and data on the effectiveness of learning using an n-gain score. This study obtained online learning products with an average validation score of 3.51 on a scale of 4.00, and the student gain value before and after using advance organizer-based online learning was 0.52. This research concludes that advanced organizer-based online learning products on chemical bonding material are very feasible and practical. These findings will be an input for developing chemical bonding materials and research the development of chemistry learning during a pandemic.

1. INTRODUCTION
The continuous change of the teaching framework at all school education levels has empowered the consolidation of learning and other educational environments due to the emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic (Alavudeen et al., 2021; Valverde et al., 2020). Various approaches have been carried out throughout the world where countries are affected by this disruption. Likewise, in Indonesia, the government takes an approach to change the learning system to learning at home via online or distance by looking for ways to provide learning experiences (Priantini, 2020; Wahyono, Husamah, & Budi, 2020; Yulia, 2020). Distance learning will allow the achievement of easy and expansive teaching goals and objectives (Alavudeen et al., 2021; Prayito, 2011; Shetu et al., 2021). In other words, distance learning utilizes networks with the availability of internet networks, technological adaptability, and skills to produce different and unique learning interactions (Solehana, Asrori, & Usman, 2019). Distance learning associates students with learning assets (information base, specialist/educator, library) that are isolated or even far apart but can talk to each other, connect or cooperate virtually. When the
distance learning policy is the reason for anticipating a pandemic, the critical points of science must be a significant concern because this has implications for learning outcomes, and this is also identified with the quality of science itself because science is an integral part of knowledge that examines the magic and characteristics of knowledge (Kurtz, Tsimerman, & Steiner, 2014; Sari et al., 2020). Science must also show a subject that the subject of the educated child cannot predict, and science is also studied at the secondary and tertiary levels because it combines many ideas and conceptual (Fuadi, Robbia, Jamaluddin, & Jufri, 2020; Osman & Sukor, 2013).

Teaching chemical resistance as part of science requires strong and big ideas as an essential subject. Such learning chemical bonding as a part of chemistry must hold a plurality which includes three prominent, macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic depictions. The relationship and qualifications between them are essential attributes of science learning, vital for understanding synthetic ideas (Herawati & Muhtadi, 2018; Jayadiningrat & Ati, 2018). Chemical bonding is classified into three parts: metallic, ionic, and covalent. Multiple grasping is a topic that students generally find dangerous and builds up a wide range of confusion. So encouraging science active requires information and understanding of different scientific studies and methodologies to reach its challenges (Boesdorfer, 2019). During the Covid-19 pandemic, most chemical distance learning has proven that distance learning alternatives, such as the WhatsApp application, google classroom, zoom meeting with learning media in reading courses, digital books, and student sheets. Many students have distance learning problems in science subjects, so they are inclined towards face-to-face learning (Kimianti & Prasetyo, 2019). Thus, developing chemistry distance learning models is a fundamental part of measuring science learning because the online learning framework requires instructors to plan the best learning model that can be applied and solve existing learning problems (Mohr & Shelton, 2017; Rosy, Ranu, Nugraha, & Handini, 2018).

An advance organizer is a learning model applied to distance learning initiated by David Ausubel (Elfeky et al., 2020; Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2016). Ausubel emphasized that knowledge can be learned best in an expository if ideas are structured at the beginning of the lesson. So, the application of the face-to-face advanced learning model has been widely used in chemistry subjects. The advance organizer model framework has three-stage (Mohammadi, Moenikia, & Zahed-Babelan, 2020; Teng, 2019). The first stage is the advance organizer presentation, where the idea of the material comprises explaining learning targets, introducing a development coordinator, and empowering familiarity with earlier information. The second stage is the presentation of learning assignments or learning materials in presentations, discussions, films, experiments, or reading. The third stage examines the relationship between learning materials and the idea of carrying out an active learning process, consisting of four activities: encouraging integrative reconciliation, encouraging active acceptance learning, explaining critical approaches, and clarifying ideas. The advanced organizer model has been widely applied in face-to-face chemistry learning. The advanced organizer model in face-to-face chemistry learning has been applied to atomic structure materials, molecular chemistry materials, colloid chemicals, basic chemicals, electrolyte and non-electrolyte solution materials, and buffer solution materials (Mardiah, 2016; Maryam, Ratman, & Ningsih, 2018; Mastiah, Nurlaili, & Muflihah, 2018; Reskiani & Supriadi, 2020; Suharti, Naswir, & Dewi, 2019). The findings above indicate that the advance organizer model’s application can significantly differ in results and is effectively used in the face-to-face chemistry learning process.

The authors intend to combine distance learning with an advanced organizer learning model in a chemistry learning process in this development research. However, it is seldom to find the development research that combines online learning with an advanced organizer learning model in a chemistry learning process. In the others learning subject, the combination of distance learning with advanced organizer learning models can be developed into a meaningful learning experience for students. Advanced organizer is an attractive organizational tool in conventional homeroom guides, can enhance student data education in self-coordinated online classrooms (Lin & Chen, 2016; Mortazavi, 2011). Online Advance Organizer Concept Teaching Material (ONACOM) is successful were learning with little but being able to pay attention to courses and strategies when methodically incorporated into teaching strategies (Yilmaz & Korur, 2021). This research is essential to develop because distance chemistry learning is expected to provide meaningful and quality learning experiences for students even in the pandemic era.

Furthermore, the evaluation of this advance organizer-based distance learning is carried out by measuring the level of learning effectiveness. The effectiveness and productivity of learning are one of the benchmarks for the quality of education which is often measured by achieving learning objectives guided by the educational curriculum directed by the government (Lase, 2019; Za’im, 2016). Effective learning provides opportunities for students to learn independently so that personalized learning occurs so that students can carry out learning activities as widely as possible to help themselves understand and apply the required concepts by the learning (Mutakinati, Anwari, & Yoshihuke, 2018; Suryadewi, Wiyasa, & Sujana, 2020). Measurement of learning effectiveness and productivity is calculated based on the students’ scores on the pretest and posttest using the n-gain value (Ayuni, Kusmariyati, & Japa, 2017; Putra & Sujana, 2020). The adequacy of science
adaptation needs to be estimated to determine the extent to which the achievement of the science learning cycle remotely on the holding material for compound chemistry can be applied. Thus, we can describe this research's purpose of developing an advanced organizer-based distance learning on the chemical bonding material and measuring the effectiveness of the advance organizer learning model in class laboratory testing analysis competency at SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung the 2020/2021 academic year.

2. METHOD

As research on the development of distance learning methods, this research method uses experiments to see the results of distance learning products and test their effectiveness. The development model used is a modification of The Dick and Carey's systems approach model to design a research and development model instruction (Dick, Carey, & Carey, 2015). The Dick and Carey's systems approach model has ten steps that can be seen in the following Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The Model of Dick and Carey approach (Dick et al., 2015)](image)

The test subjects in this study were 39 students of class X testing analysis laboratory competencies in SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung divided where are three students for the one-to-one evaluation test, nine students for the small group evaluation process, and 27 students for analyzing learners process and field evaluation process. The data used in this study were primary. Data were obtained directly from students' opinions about needed distance learning in chemical bonding materials before doing the development research, responses about the usefulness during the research development, and the effectiveness of distance learning in chemical bonding materials after they used this product. Besides that, data was obtained from chemical content validator, learning design validator, and learning media validator responses about the quality of advanced organizer-based distance learning in chemical bonding products through a questionnaire given then analyzed and interview.

The instruments used in this research for students include questionnaires, interviews sheets, observations sheets, and knowledge evaluation sheets. The instruments used for validators include validation sheets and interview sheets used to determine the validity of advance organizer-based distance learning in chemical bonding products. After collecting the data, the data were analyzed in a combination of qualitative and quantitative ways. Likewise, the learning and questionnaire validation data were analyzed compared to the validity criteria (Lukman & Ishartiwi, 2014). Furthermore, in the evaluation stage, we used experimental group pretest and post-test design to analyze student outcomes by involving the n-Gain formula based on the pre-test and post-test results.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The improvement of advance organizer put together distance learning with respect to substance science material produces e-learning distributed in google classroom. The content of e-learning can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Syntax of Advance Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduce and Pretest</td>
<td>▪ Introducing video</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>▪ Online instructional video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Syntax of Advance Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Atoms</td>
<td>• Sheet of knowledge assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Atomic video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercise of concept atom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Organizing Learning</td>
<td>Advance organizer of chemical bonding video</td>
<td>Phase one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ionic bonding</td>
<td>• Ionic bonding video</td>
<td>Phases two and three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercise of ionic bonding concept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Covalent bonding</td>
<td>• Covalent bonding video</td>
<td>Phases two and three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercise of covalent bonding concept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Metallic bonding</td>
<td>• Metallic bonding video</td>
<td>Phases two and three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercise of metallic bonding concept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>Sheet of knowledge assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This product is validated by the chemical content validator, the learning design validator, and the learning media validator. According to the validator, the validity of this product is in the following Table 2.

**Table 2. Validity Result**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial Subject</th>
<th>Validity Result</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Content Validator</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Design Validator</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Media Validator</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-one Evaluation</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Group Evaluation</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field trial Evaluation</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>Great</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This product has been tested and rated by a chemical content validator with a score of 3.50 in excellent criteria. Validators provide feedback to add content about cation and anion formation in the ionic bonding video and add exercise content in each new section of the discussion. The suggestions are then followed up and checked again by the content validator. The validity result scored of the learning design validator is 3.36 with significant criteria. The validator provides feedback to make learning objectives following the CABD (Condition Audience Behavior and Degree) formulation and develops instructional analysis and concept structures from the advanced organizer model's basic concepts. These suggestions are then followed up and checked again by the learning design validator. The validity result scored from the learning media validator is 3.67 with significant criteria. The validator provides several inputs. Include the video section's time to quickly find the part of the video they need and open a discussion forum that connects with the teacher to get closer to the teacher if there are difficulties.

The ideas are then followed up and twofold checked by the media instructional validator. After all the approval measures, this item is assessed by students in three stages. Stage one will be a coordinated assessment; in this stage, the creator works exclusively with three students who address the gathering's rangeability. In one is one-to-one evaluation, the validity score is 3.50 with significant criteria. The interviewed process gave feedback to replace the animated teacher picture with the teacher video explaining the materials and changing the white background with colorful colors. Stage two is a small group evaluation with nine learners as a participant. The scored validity of small group evaluation is 3.46, with significant criteria. The results of the small group evaluation of all students strongly agree with advance organizer-based online learning, which is presented both in terms of ease of access, completeness of the material, explanation of material in the learning video, video duration, understanding of the language used, display of letters and supporting animation. Stage three is field trial evaluation with a twenty-seven learner who represents the rangeability in the group. Infield evaluation, the validity scored is 3.42, with significant criteria. This means that advanced organizer-based distance learning can be used because it follows SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung students' learning preferences that can be seen in the following figure 2. The application of the advance organizer learning model with instructional videos is designed to provide meaningful experiences for students. As shown in Table 1, in part two, the presentation of the atomic video aims to recall students' memories and strengthen the atomic concept scheme as a basic concept for the chemical bonding material. This strengthening process will facilitate the integrative reconciliation process expected by Ausubel in the advance organizer learning model. As indicated by Ausubel's hypothesis, understudies should relate compound holding materials as new information to what they know previously to adapt genuinely. The ideas of synthetic holding are based upon the basic standards of nuclear design; this
comprehension of substance conduct at the nuclear level seems fundamental in understanding the compound holding idea.

Part three in Table 1 presented the aim of learning and an advanced organizer of chemical bonding. The advanced organizer helps students link their ideas with new concepts. In this stage, a progressive differentiation process occurs. Progressive differentiation means that the most common idea of a discipline is initially a gradual increase in detail (Mohammadi et al., 2020; Suharti et al., 2019; Trisnadewi, Putra, & Ardana, 2020). Presented advance organizer as a hierarchy of chemical bonds at the beginning of the lesson makes it easier for students to find out the main ideas in this material where cause and effect relationships can be easily observed. Part four until six in Table 1 presented ionic bonding, covalent bonding, and metal bonding materials learning. Each meeting begins with presenting learning videos and examining the relationship between learning materials and ideas. Learning videos help students understand the material quickly (Andriyani & Suntasih, 2021; Priantini, 2020; Wisada, Sudarma, & Yuda S, 2019). At this stage, an integrative reconciliation process can occur. The integrative reconciliation process conveys the details of new ideas by linking them with the previous material. This process is necessary to obtain a complete abstract picture of chemical bonds. To support the relationship between theory and fact, students can perform simple experiments dissolving some of the chemicals around them, showing differences in solubility between compounds with different bond types. This method can connect all the concepts of chemical bonding taught by students by providing deep experience and meaningful learning. The effectiveness of advance organizer-based distance learning measured by n-gain scored. Based on the results, it was obtained an average n-gain value of 0.52 with medium effectiveness criteria. The circulation of information data on the effectiveness test can be found in Figure 3.

![Figure 2. Students’ learning preferences.](image)

![Figure 3. The circulation of information data on the effectiveness test](image)

Given Figure 3, there are four students with low effectiveness criteria, twenty students on medium effectiveness criteria, and three high effectiveness criteria. From these outcomes, it tends to be seen that advance organizer-based distance learning contrastingly affects understudies. This difference in results can occur due to several things—first, independence in the distance learning process. As known, distance learning requires high independence and requires good intrinsic motivation from students. The students’ independent character in the learning process can be shown based on their motivation to choose SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung as their school, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The students’ characteristic.](image)

Based on the results of the students’ characteristics in Figure 4, it is known that 75.0% of students choose schools at SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung because of their motivation to work immediately. This data describes that 75.0% of students have intrinsic motivation to be independently involved in the learning process and achieve success to work immediately after graduating from school. On the other side, 21.4% of students choose SMK SMTI Bandar Lampung because of their parents, and 3.6% force them because of other things.
Selection of schools that are not by student interests can affect student activity in the learning process and student learning outcomes. Second, misconceptions in understanding chemical bonding materials. Misconceptions can occur when students have such strong misinterpretations that even after learning the right ideas in the classroom, they are resistant to adjusting their previous thinking (Lukitasari et al., 2019; McNamara et al., Greene, 2020). In implementing distance learning, the discussion process did not run optimally for all students. Not all students are interested and involved in the direct discussion in groups or individually. Even though e-learning has provided the facility with questions directly to the teacher, only a few students take advantage of this facility. Students involved in the discussion only focus on a few students; when the teacher tries to pay attention to students who are not active, not all students respond actively. If this process is not optimal, it can cause misconceptions because there is no clarification of the material being studied.

Third, distance learning has shortcomings. There are expected understudies to have self-control, sensations of separation, and cutoff points peer learning (Kalantarrashidi, Mohammadpour, & Sahraei, 2015; Vernadakis et al., 2012). Web-based learning detriments are high odds of interruption, muddled technology, no friendly communication, and trouble remaining in contact with educators (Lasminiasih, 2016; Sadegi, 2019). These components can influence the adequacy of online learning by understudies. Given the shortcomings, it is fundamental to shaping cooperation exercises and framing a climate in an online learning framework (Kaplan, 2018). The degree to which understudies are associated with online learning programs and talk about the ideas they comprehend will decide the degree of their involvement with getting sorted out and mirroring their insight regarding compound bonds. This research implies that the development of advance organizer-based distance learning on chemical bonding material can improve the understanding of chemical bonding and provide meaningful learning according to students' learning choices. In the future, this product can be used by students in grades X, XI, and XII in the school's Learning Management System (LMS). Students who do not understand or forget about the concept of chemical bonds can be directed by the teacher to study this product independently and other class materials that require a connection with the concept of chemical bonds.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the research results, the conclusions were obtained by the advanced organizer-based online learning model on chemical bonding material. This learning model is feasible to use based on content experts, media experts, and learning design experts, with an average score of 3.51 with significant criteria. The effectiveness value of using n-gain shows a result of 0.52 with medium effectiveness criteria.
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